# ¡Adelante Tigres! Latino Alumni Conference Collection, 1970-2010: Finding Aid

## Summary Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call number:</th>
<th>AC455</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Repository: | Princeton University. Library. Department of Rare Books and Special Collections  
Seeley G. Mudd Manuscript Library.  
Princeton University Archives.  
65 Olden Street Princeton, New Jersey 08540 USA |
| Size: | p  
1 box  
.5 linear feet |
| Language(s) of Material: | English |
| Abstract: | The Alumni Association of Princeton University organized the conference ¡Adelante Tigres! Celebrating Latino Alumni at Princeton University in the spring of 2017. The conference brought more than 750 alumni and guests to campus to reflect on and engage with not only the memories of Latino alumni but also the current experiences of Latino students at Princeton. The ¡Adelante Tigres! Collection consists of photographs and other records that Princeton alumni created and maintained during their time as Princeton students. Documented in the collection are a range of student activities, including cultural performances (dance and music), activism, reunions, |
and graduation. These materials were collected as part of the conference of the same name organized by the Alumni Association.

Location: This collection is stored onsite at the Mudd Manuscript Library.
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Biography/History

The Alumni Association of Princeton University organized the conference ¡Adelante Tigres! Celebrating Latino Alumni at Princeton University in the spring of 2017. The conference brought more than 750 alumni and guests to campus to reflect on and engage with not only the memories of Latino alumni but also the current experiences of Latino students at Princeton.

Description

The ¡Adelante Tigres! Latino Alumni Conference Collection consists of photographs and other records that Princeton alumni created and maintained during their time as Princeton students. Documented in the collection are a range of student activities, including cultural performances (dance and music), activism, reunions, and graduation. These materials were collected as part of the conference of the same name organized by the Alumni Association.

Arrangement

Records in this collection are grouped according to the source of the donation.

Access and Use

Access

The collection is open for research use.

Restrictions on Use and Copyright Information

Single photocopies may be made for research purposes. For quotations that are fair use as defined under U. S. Copyright Law, no permission to cite or publish is required. The Trustees of Princeton University hold copyright to all materials generated by Princeton University employees in the course of their work. If copyright is held by Princeton University, researchers will not need to obtain permission, complete any forms, or receive a letter to move forward with non-commercial use of materials from the Mudd Library. For materials where the copyright is not held by the University, researchers are responsible for determining who may hold the copyright and obtaining approval from them. If you have a question about who owns the copyright for an item, you may request clarification by emailing mudd@princeton.edu.

Physical Characteristics and Technical Requirements

This collection contains records created and used on computing devices. Researchers are responsible for meeting the technical requirements needed to access these materials, including any and all hardware and software.
Acquisition and Appraisal

Provenance and Acquisition

The records in this collection were acquired through a number of accessions beginning in January of 2017 and concluding in March of 2017. A file of photographs and pins was processed and added to the collection in 2018.

Appraisal

No materials were separated from this collection.

Processing and Other Information

Preferred Citation

¡Adelante Tigres! Latino Alumni Conference Collection, Princeton University Archives, Department of Rare Books and Special Collections, Princeton University Library.

Encoding

This finding aid was produced using oXygen XML Editor 2016-12-12T14:48-0500

Descriptive Rules Used

Finding aid content adheres to that prescribed by Describing Archives: A Content Standard.

Subject Headings

- Princeton University -- Alumni and alumnae.
- Princeton University. -- Alumni and alumnae -- Societies, etc.
- Princeton University. -- Alumni Council.
- Princeton University. -- Graduate Council.
- Class reunions -- New Jersey -- Princeton.
- Universities and colleges -- Alumni and alumnae -- New Jersey -- Princeton.
- Born digital.
- Photographs.
- Princeton University
Photographs and Pamphlets of Dance and Singing Performances, 1995-1999

accessionnumber: AR.2017.008

Creator: Mancini, Nydia

Size: Digital Folders: 1, Digital Files: 11


Photographs of 1995 Sit-In at Nassau Hall, 1995

accessionnumber: AR.2017.012

Creator: Mejias, David

Size: Digital Folders: 1, Digital Files: 33

Description: This folder contains scanned images of the April 1995 sit-in of Nassau Hall in which Princeton students petitioned the University to establish departments for Latino Studies and Asian American Studies.

Photographs of 1995 Sit-In at Nassau Hall; Latino Heritage Month pins, 1995-1997

accessionnumber: AR.2017.068

Creator: Mejias, David

Description: This folder contains images of the April 1995 sit-in of Nassau Hall in which Princeton students petitioned the University to establish departments for Latino Studies and Asian American Studies.

Photograph of 2010 P-rade, 2010 May 29
accessionnumber: AR.2017.013
Creator: Gonzales-Luna, Noel
Size: Digital Folders: 1, Digital Files: 1
Description: Contains a photograph of Noel Gonzales-Luna, Class of 2010, and his family at the end of the 2010 P-rade.

Photographs of Student Gatherings at the Third World Center, circa 1970-1975
accessionnumber: AR.2017.025
Creator: Plaza de Jennings, Carmen
Size: Digital Folders: 1, Digital Files: 11
Description: This folder contains photographs taken and kept by Carmen Plaza de Jennings (Princeton Class of 1975) during her time as an undergraduate student. The photographs feature students attending events or spending time in the then-named Third World Center. Contained within this folder is a list of names as well as class years for each person pictured in each photograph, including one depicting Sonia Sotomayor (Princeton Class of 1976). Others pictured include: Dolores Chavez, Professor Peter Winn, Julio Rivera, Eneida Rosa, Carmen Plaza de Jennings, Marcia Gonzales-Kimbrough, Teresa Velasquez, Charles (Charlie) Hey, and Francis Nimick.

Photographs of 1975 Prom and Graduation, 1975
accessionnumber: AR.2017.028
Creator: Plaza de Jennings, Carmen
Size: Digital Folders: 1, Digital Files: 7
Description: This folder contains photographs taken and kept by Carmen Plaza de Jennings (Princeton Class of 1975) during her time as an undergraduate student. The photographs depict students at commencement, prom, Firestone Library, and Former Commons Dormitory. Contained within this folder is a list of names as well as class years for each person pictured in each photograph. Those pictured include: Carmen Plaza de Jennings, Dolores Chavez, Eneida Rosa, Julio Rivera, Margarita Rosa, Teresa Velasquez, Roberto Miranda, Geraldine (Toland) Regan, Julio Rivera, and Charles (Charlie) Hey.